Evaluation of Time Dependent Inhibition Assays for Marketed Oncology Drugs: Comparison of Human Hepatocytes and Liver Microsomes in the Presence and Absence of Human Plasma.
To evaluate an alternative in vitro system which can provide more quantitatively accurate drug drug interaction (DDI) prediction for 10 protein kinase inhibitors for which DDI risk was over-predicted by inhibition data generated in human liver microsomes (HLM). Three cryopreserved human hepatocyte (hHEP) systems: 1) plated hHEPs; 2) hHEPs suspended in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) and 3) hHEPs suspended in human plasma (plasma hHEPs) were developed to detect CYP3A time dependent inhibition, and the static mechanistic model was used to predict clinical outcomes. A general trend was observed in the CYP3A inactivation potency (k inact /K I, app ) as HLM > plated > DMEM ≥ plasma hHEPs. Using the static mechanistic model, DDIs predicted using parameters estimated from plated, DMEM and plasma hHEPs had 84, 74 and 95% accuracy (out of 19 clinical interaction studies) within 2-fold of the reported interaction, respectively. They demonstrated significant improvement compared to the DDIs predicted using parameters estimated from HLMs where 58% accuracy was obtained. Based on 19 DDIs, plasma hHEPs demonstrate a more reliable clinical DDI prediction for 10 protein kinase inhibitors and prototypical CYP3A time dependent inhibitors.